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Education for a ChangingWorld: The Role of Global Citizenship

Article

The world is ever-changing, and it is essential that our education systems keep up with the

changing times. Today’s generation of students need to be equipped with the knowledge, skills,
and values that will allow them to be responsible, active, and engaged global citizens. Global
Citizenship Education, or GCED, is one approach that seeks to foster respect, collaboration, and a
sense of community, empowering learners to take an active role in making the world a better
place.

At the core of GCED is the belief that education can create amore equitable and peaceful society.
In fact, the United Nations’ Global Education First Initiative places great emphasis on education in
creating a world that is just, peaceful, and inclusive for everyone. The approach aims to equip
learners with the understanding, skills, and values they need to collaborate and find solutions to
complex global problems such as sustainability, poverty, climate change, and equity. GCED, which
is part of the Education 2030 Agenda, Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) and Target 4.7 of
SDG 4, can work in tandem with Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) to build a peaceful
and sustainable world and foster knowledge, skills, values, attitudes, and behaviors.

One of the significant benefits of GCED is that it promotes personal respect for others, encourages
critical thinking, and fosters skills that allow learners to evaluate the ethical implications and the
impact of their decisions. As GCED acknowledges that our world is increasingly interconnected
and interdependent, it aims to help learners develop a way of living in which they recognize this
complexity and respond to it in positive ways. A Global Citizen is someone who is aware of the
wider world, respects and values diversity, has an understanding of how the world works, and is
willing to act tomake the world amore equitable and sustainable place.

In the classroom, GCED tackles issues such as sustainable development, diverse identities and
cultures, conflicts and peace, inequities of power, resources, and respect. The approach
encourages pupils to participate in the learning process and decision-making while reflecting and
reinforcing the values of equality and respect. In Scotland, GCED is embedded in the Curriculum
for Excellence and falls under the “Learning for Sustainability” framework. The framework aims to
develop successful learners, confident individuals, effective contributors, and responsible citizens.

GCED helps learners to build their understanding of world events, reflect on their values andwhat
is important to them, and think critically. It also encourages learners to challenge ignorance and
intolerance, consider social justice, and engage with a wide range of perspectives. Through GCED,
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young people can develop core competencies that enable them to engage with and make a real
difference to the world around them.

The benefits of GCED are not limited to learners. GCED can also inspire and inform teachers and
parents, creating a sense of community and connection that encourages everyone to take an active
role in creating a better world. But most importantly, GCED shows young people that they have a
voice. They can make a positive difference in the world, and contribute towards making it a safer,
fairer, andmore secure place for everyone.

GCED is a critical framework that seeks to prepare learners for the complex and ever-changing
world around them. It aims to foster respect, collaboration, and a sense of responsibility towards
global issues while empowering young people to take an active role in creating a better world. As
we face significant global challenges, such as climate change, poverty, and inequality, it has become
more crucial than ever to incorporate GCED into our education system.

Agenda

● Global Citizenship Education (GCED)
○ A framework that aims to prepare learners to become responsible, active, and

engaged global citizens who can collaborate and find solutions to complex global
problems.

○ "The school implemented GCED to teach their students about sustainable development
and respect for diverse identities and cultures."

● Equitable
○ Fair and just, ensuring that everyone gets what they need.
○ "The government's new policy aims to provide equitable access to education for all

children, regardless of their background."
● Interconnected

○ Having connections or relationships with other things or elements.
○ "The world economy is highly interconnected, which means that a change in one country

can have a significant impact on another country."
● Intolerance

○ Lack of tolerance or respect for people who have different beliefs or opinions.
○ "The school implemented an anti-bullying policy to prevent intolerance towards students

who belong to marginalized communities."
● Competencies

○ Skills and abilities that enable someone to perform a particular task or activity.
○ "The GCED approach helps learners develop core competencies that enable them to

make a real difference to the world around them."
● Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)
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○ Goals and targets set by the United Nations to address global challenges such as
poverty, inequality, and climate change in a sustainable way.

○ "The school's curriculum includes learning about the SDGs as part of their GCED
program."

● Inequities
○ Unfairness or inequalities in power, resources, or opportunities.
○ "The GCED approach addresses inequities by teaching learners about social justice and

respect for diversity."
● Reflection

○ Thinking deeply and carefully about something.
○ "As part of the GCED approach, learners are encouraged to reflect on their values and

what is important to them."
● Curriculum for Excellence

○ Framework for Scottish education that aims to provide every learner with the
knowledge and skills they need for learning, life, andwork.

○ "GCED is embedded in the Curriculum for Excellence in Scotland under the 'Learning for
Sustainability' framework."

● Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
○ An approach that aims to promote education on sustainable development and

encourage changes in behavior and practices towards sustainability.
○ "GCED can work in tandemwith Education for Sustainable Development to build a

peaceful and sustainable world."

Discussion

1. How can GCED be incorporated into various education systems around the world?What

challengesmight educators face when implementing this framework, and how can they be
overcome?

2. In what ways can GCED help young people develop core competencies such as critical thinking,
problem-solving, and effective communication? How can these competencies be harnessed to
tackle complex global issues, such as climate change, poverty, and inequality?

3. How can GCED empower learners to become responsible, active, and engaged global citizens?
What role can teachers and parents play in supporting young people to develop a sense of
community and connection, and contribute towardsmaking the world a better place?
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